
Will Wyze Thermostat still work if my WiFi connection drops?  

Yes, Wyze Thermostat will continue operating based on the last updated schedule. You 
can also control your temperature or change the status from the thermostat itself. 

 

Is Wyze Thermostat ENERGY STAR approved?  

No, not at this time. We're working towards qualifying for ENERGY STAR approval for 
Wyze Thermostat. 

 

How long does it take to install Wyze Thermostat?  

About 30 minutes! And all the tools you need are included in the box, though a power 
drill might be helpful. 

 

Does Wyze Thermostat have Alexa built-in?  

Wyze Thermostat works with Alexa, but it does not have an internal speaker and Alexa 
is not built-in. You'll need to own an Echo speaker (or another device with Alexa) to 
control your thermostat with your voice. 

 

Will Wyze Thermostat work with electric baseboard heating?  

No, the thermostat does not work with electric baseboard heating, which is a high 
voltage (120V or 240V) heating system. Wyze Thermostat was made to control low 
voltage (24V) heating systems only. 

 

Do I need to have a C-wire, or “common” wire?  

Yes, the C-wire powers Wyze Thermostat. Don’t have a C-wire? We’ve included a C-wire 
adapter in the box. 

 

Is my current wiring compatible with Wyze Thermostat?  

Check your voltage! Wyze Thermostat is compatible with low voltage (24V) systems 
such as forced air, hydronic, heat pump (including dual fuel), oil, gas and electric. It is 
compatible with most single-stage and multi-stage conventional and heat pump heating 
and cooling systems. 

 

Will Wyze Thermostat work if the power goes out?  

No, the thermostat will not work if the electricity goes out. It will automatically 
reconnect and resume its schedule once power returns. 

 

Does Wyze Thermostat work with Wyze Sense sensors?  

Yes, using the Rules feature in the Wyze app. 

 



I have 2 thermostats in my home. Can I use Wyze Thermostat?  

If your 2 thermostats are controlling 2 different HVAC systems, then yes. You can use 2 
Wyze Thermostats to control each system. 

 

 


